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MATTER OF: Hydro Power Equipment Co,, Inc.

D1IC3EST:

1. Specifications in step-one request for
technical proposals of two-step, formally
advertised procurement for hydroelectric
equipment were d6ficient. because of failure
to specify the upstream water level that
would be used to rate the installed capacity
of any offered equipment.

2. The mere existence of a specification deficiency
does not, absent a showing cof prejudice, pro-
vide a compelling reason to cancel a solicita-
tion and readverttse after bid opening. Because
record is not clear that there was prejudice
caused by specification deficiency, GAO recom-
rYends that agency determine, with a view toward
possible reinstatement of canceled procurement,
whether offerors were in fact competing on a
common basis.

Hydro Power Equipment Co., Inc. (Hydrb), protests
the cancellation of invitation for bids (IFB) No, L'ACW69-
81-B-0092 by the United States Army Corps of Engineers,
Huntington District, Huntington, West Virginia. The
IFB was part of a two-step, formally advertised procure-
ment. for the "development of details and the instal~la-
tion of hydro-electric power generating equipment and
appurtenances at the Bluestone Dam in Summers County,
West Virginia."

For the reasons set forth below, we are recommending
that the Corps reconsider its decision to cancel.

Request for technical proposals (RFTP) No. DACW69-
81-R-0048, step one of thin two-step, formally advertised
procurement, advised offerors in the "Description of
Services Required" section that the installed capacity
of the hydroelectric power generating equipment "shall
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be no less than 28 kilowatts nor more than 40 kilowatts
at a power factor of 0,8,"

The capacity of the equipment was primarily
dependent on the elevation of the water in the pool
above the darns The level of the water in the upstream
pool above the dam fluctuated with the amount of rain-
fall, and the typical fluctuations were shown An exhibit
No, 6 to the RFTP, Potential offerors were f'rther
informed in the "'Descriptiohi of Services Recj.ired"
section that the "minimum range of operation for any
proposed power generating unit would be between
upstream pool elevations of 1404' and 1412'," If
this operating range was exceeded, controls were to ye
provided so that automatic shutdown of the unit would
occur, Startup of the unit was to be automatic when
upstream pool conditions returned to normal,

Three companies submitted technical proposals in
response to the BFTP, After completing evaluation of
the technical proposals, tne Corps determined that only
the protester and one other company, Allis-Chalmers
Corporation, had submitted technically acceptable pro-
posals, The step-two IFB was then issued end, following
the opening of bids, Hydra was found to be the apparent
low .idder.

However, Allis-Chalmers submn0ted a protest to
the contracting officer challengtng any award to Hydro
on the grounds that Hydro's bid was nonresponsive to
the technical specifications, Allis-Chalmers alleged
that the poster generating unit offered by Hydra could
not produce the installed capacity of 28 to 40 kilo-
watts allegedly required by the fFTP at'the minimum
and maximum e~lvations of 1,404 and 1,412, respectively.
Specifically, Allis-Chalmers alleged that the installed
capacity of Hydroas equipment was only 23 to 33 kilo-
watts at these pool elevations.

In analyzing the protest, the Corps noted that
it had wanted a power generating unit of sufficient
size to produce between 28 to 40 kilowatts of elec-
tricity at the normal winter upstream pool elevation
of 1,406 rather than at the minimum and maximum
elevations. However, because the RFTP's specifica-
tions did not specify a single elevation at which an
offeror's equipment was to be rated for capacity, the
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Corps roncluded tleat AlltsuChalrnttrs' interpretation
of installed capac.Aty using the.t~inimum and maximum
mpst.eam pool elevations was reu;;,!i;able, Neverthe-
less, the Corps found Hydro's interpretation ot the
specifications--that the equipment was to be rated
only tt elevation l,406--ilso to be reasonable,
Therefore. the Corps determined that. the technIca1O
specifiration for the equip-nent's installed capacity
was ambiguous since )t was subjeot co more than one
reasonable interpretation, As a result, the procure-
ment was cvanceled, and the two bidders under the IFB
wore notified of the cancellation.

Allis-Chalmers argues that because the RFTP did
not expressly specify a. single value upon which water
pressure flowing into the power generating unit could
be measured, the "only reasonable interpretation" was
that the power generating unit had to generate at
leant 28 kilowatts at the minimum upstrearmi pool eaeva-
tion and no more than 40 kilowatts at the maximum
upstream elevation, According to Allis-Chalmers, this
interpretation can be confirmed by the alleged fact
that a power generating unit, sized to pass a sufficient
flow of water to generate 40 kilowatts when the upstre3m
pool elevation is at the maximum as specified in the
RFTP will also have the capability of passing enough
waterflow under the RFTP's minimum upstream elevation
to generate approximately 28 kilowatts. As noiced above,
the Corps agrees with the reasonableness of Allis-
Chalmers' interpretation of installed capacity under
the RFTP,

Hydro contends that Allis-Chalmers' interpretation
of installed capacity is not reasonable tinder industry
standards and under standards of professional engineers
with experience in hydroelectric development, According
to Hydro, extreme upstream pool elevations are not used
to define installed capacity of generating equipment.
Rather, Hydra argues that a hydroelectric project with
a specific installed capacity requirement has that
requirement determined from the 'normal" pool elevation.
Hydro alleges that the "winter pool level" of 1,406 would
be the normal elevation from which the installed capacity
power generating equipment would be measured. Hydro
notes that exhibit No. 6 of the RPTP showed this winter
pool level. Consequently, Hydro takes the position
that the procurement should not have been canceled
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because Allis-Chalmers should have known that this
elevation would be used to rate the installed
capacity of the equipment,

The Corps states that the con~t~attng officer
has broad discredOon in deciding whether to cancel
m 8solicitation and that this discretion may only be
challenged where the contracting officer has abused
his disctetion, See Rive'Ia General Contracting,
B-199514, February 11, 1981, 81-1 CPP 146, Specif-
ically, the Corps argues that'the specification in
the RFTP did not expressly specify that a hydroelec-
tric power enerwating unit with an installed capacity
of 28-40 ki owat asshould have that capacity deter-
mined using an upstream pool elevation of l,40,
According to the Cfsrps, it is obvious that the pro-
tester and Allis-Chalmers were not bidding on1 the
same product under step two of the formally advertised
procurement because of the above-described ambiguity
in the RFTP. Thus, the Corps of Engineers takes the
position that cancellotion of the procurement was
proper,

Regardiess of whother Allis-Chalmers' interpre-
t'Ition of the RFTP'.s installed capacity requirement
.'i reasonable, it it clear from the record that no'
upstre;Am pool elevation was clearly specified in the
RFTP at which 'cie installed capacity was to be
netsured. Hydro emphasizes that it used the winter
pool elevation (1,406) to arrive at what the company
believed was an installed capacity of 28,2 kilowatts
for its power generating unit. However, we note that
exhibit No. 6 to the RFTP not only stated the winter
pool elevation was 1,406, but also stated that the
'Summer or seasonal pool elevation was 1,410. The
record also shows that 'iiia letter to the contracting
officer sent immediately after the cancellation of
the procurement, Hydra indicated that using the winter
pool elevation was the most conservative way to arrive
at an installed capacity value and that "many" would
define the installed capacity value using the higher
seasonal pool elevation figure of 1,410.

Since the RFTP did not clearly specify an exact
elevation at which installed capacity was to be
measured, we conclude that the RFTP was deficient.
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Nevertheless, the mere existence of a
specification deficienvy does not, absent a showing
of prejudice, prnovide a compelling reason to cancel
a solicitation and readvertise after bid opening.
See Cummings Marine Systems, Inca, B-197506, August 21,
1.980, 80-2 CPP 136, It is not clear from the record
whether there was any prejudice caused by the above-
described deficiency in the RFTP, The Corps makes
only the general statement that Hydra and Allis-
Chalmers were not bidding on the same product, Hydro,
however, alleges that both it and Allis-Chalmers pro-
posed "bladed propeller turbines" which had tke same
overall design and efficiency. Hydra further alleges
that Allis-Chalmers' proposal calculated the installed
capacity of its power generating unit using the same
pool elevation and the same rate of waterflow as Hydro
did,

In light of the specificity of Hydro's allegation
that both it and Allis-Chalmers were offering essen-
tially the same equipment a,'d the luck of any response
from Allis-Chalmers, we reconmend that the Corps
determine, with a view toward possible reinstatement
of the canceled IFB, whether, in fact, the two companies
were competing on a common basis, This determination
should be based &n1 a review of Hydro's allegation and
the submitted proposals, In this regard, we specif-
ically requ~et tbhat the agency take into7 account the
economics of the products offered by Ilydro and Allis-
Chalmers. This is because, in addition to alleging
thant Allis-Chalmers' equipment had the same design
and efficiency, Hydro suggests that it offered an
"of'f-the-shelf" unit and that Allis-Chalmers offered
a custom-designed unit. We are concerned that the
possible custom-designing of Allis-Chalmers' unit may
be related to the failure of the RFTP to state expressly
a pool. elevation at which installed capacity would be
rated.

Since Hydro was the apparent low bidder or. the
step-two IFB3 and would hteve been awarded the contract
but for the cancellatiot, of the procurement by the
agency, we find it unnecessary to address Hydro's
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contentions that Allis-Chalmers' step-one proposal
should have been found unresponsive to the REiP
i:equi remen ks

;Coptrolle e eralh of the United States
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B-205263 May 17, 1982

The Honorable John 0. Marsh
The Secretary of the Army

Dear Mr, Secretary;

Enclosed is a copy of our decision of today in
the protest of Hydro Power Equipment C>,> Inc., under
invitation for bids No. DACW69-81-B-0092, which was
canceled by the Corps of Engineers. The prote.st was
the subject of a report (89559), dated February 5,
1982, from the Chief Counsel of the Corps.

We recommend that you take the corrective action
described in our decision. We would appreciate advice
of the action taken on the recommendation.

Sincerely yours,

VKu1 d'>)
tL Comptroller eXeraltrof the United States

Enclosure




